DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN- MADISON
assignments for 2001/2002

ADMINISTRATION

Department Chairman: Reeder
Associate Department Chairman: Olsson
Assistant Department Chairman for Renovation: Huber
Coordinator of Undergraduate programs: Timbie

Physics council: Pondrom ex officio, Balantekin (01-02); Carlsmit (99-00); Huber (00-01); Lawler (01-02); McCammon (99-00), Olsson ex off.

Faculty Senators: Knutson (Carlsmit); Lawler (Walker); Han (Zeppenfeld); Terry (Sprott)

Academic Staff Assembly: Buehlman Vice Chair ASEC; Slotten (Grogan), Den Hartog (Sarff)

L&S Deans Pool for Academic program reviews (3 yrs): Bruch, Olsson

GENERAL COMMITTEES

Ombudspersons: Dingus, Timbie, Eriksson, Buehlman
Nominating: Anderson, Friedman, Goebel
New staff: McCammon, Coppersmith, Cox Durand, Han
Salaries: Barger, Carlsmit, Chubukov, Dingus, Terry
Promotions: Prager, Onellion, Anderson Wu, McCammon
Computing and IT: Smith, Dasu, Karle, Winokur(1), Forest (2), Bellinger, Rader, Grogan, Hanesworth

Space and Remodeling: Rzchowski, Huber ex off., Prepost, Forest, Saffman, Buehlman, Slotten

Faculty Recognition: Barger, DeStasio, Himpsel
Special Lectures: Anderson, Haeberli
Spring Picnic: Pan, Eriksson, Dasu
Research Capital: Morse, Prepost, Saffman, Loveless, Sanders, Slotten

Colloquium Editor: Han
Outreach Programs: Buehlman, Reeder

Tours: Sprott
Public lectures: Sprott
Alumni and Corporate Relations: Morse, Anderson, Huber, Haeberli, Barger, Pondrom, Prager,

n.b. Bold face type indicates the chair (or lead person)
UNDERGRADUATE COMMITTEES

Lecture room: B. Durand, Narf
Introductory courses/labs: Cox, Eriksson, Ogelman, Briggs, Grogan,
Narf, Nossal, Buehlman, Sylvester, Timbie
Intermediate and Adv. courses/labs: Walker, Forest, Prepost, Dasu, Buehlman,
Timbie ex off.
Ad hoc Rev. Lab Manual 201-202: Timbie, Haeberli, Briggs
Physics Club Cox
Awards Buehlman, Reeder
Honors Carlsmit
DARS representative Carlsmit
Advanced placement Friedman
Mentors Olsson

Physics Advisors

Seniors Knutson AMEP Forest
Juniors Carlsmith Individual majors Carlsmith
Soph/frosh Carlsmith L&S Advising Center Cox

GRADUATE COMMITTEES

Graduate Program: Zeppenfeld, Pondrom(1), Coppersmith,
Chubukov, DeStasio, Olsson, Joynt, Schutz
Admissions and Fellowships: Lawler, Karle, Joynt, McCammon,
Blanchard, Schutz,
Minors Friedman
Preliminary Exam: Knutson, Balantekin, Terry, Goebel, Lin
Qualifying Exam: Bruch, Coppersmith, Chubukov, Dingus,
Erwin, Ogelman, Prager
TA Policy and Review: Roesler, Balantekin, Erwin, Buehlman

FACILITIES COMMITTEES

Physics library Joynt, Bruch, Dingus, Sanders, Kresse
Museum Sprott
Instrument Shop: Erwin, Roesler, Loveless, Slotten
Electronic Shop: Haeberli, Morse, Saffman, Slotten

n.b. Bold face type indicates the chair (or lead person)